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Future Events 
Mt David…………………………………………………………….……………………………9th July 
McBride’s Point…………………………………………………….…………………………16th July 
General Meeting………………………………………………….…………………………...19th July 
Blue Water Trail……………………………………………………………………………….23rd July 
Cape Palmerston…………………………………...……………….………………………..30th July 
The Beak…………………………………………………….………………………………6th August 
 

 
Club Officers 

President  Clive Goodson     4954 9338  Contact Officer Coral Morgan                         49578474 
Vice President   Carole Weekes     4954 6108                 Walks Coordinator Coral Morgan                         49578474 
Secretary  Bryan Marshall    4954 3209  Assist Walks Coordinator   Frances Eiteneur        49576028 
Treasurer  Julie Vella            4955 3093  Newsletter Editor Jenny Wooding                      49440236 
Safety Officer Charles Hamlet 0478772418  Publicity Officer Charles Hamlet                  0478772418 
Equipment Officer Garry Hendicott     49440236       

 

The Message Stick 
July 2017 

 
Mackay Bushwalkers’ Club Inc. PO Box 1313, Mackay, 4740 

Web: http://www.mackay.bwq.org.au  
Email: mackay.bushwalkers@gmail.com 

 

 

Stunning St Lawrence Wetlands where club 
members camped in June and joined in the 

weekend festivities 

Reminder: 
All club memberships are now due. 
Membership forms are available on the club website 
and include details of payment options. 
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Future Events 

 
 
 
 

 
Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks 

 
 

Mt David 
Sunday 9th July 

Leader: Kate Brunner, katcalen@hotmail.com  
49588436 
Depart: 6am  
Journey: 200kms $20  
Map Ref: Mirani 657728 Grade: S74  
 
Estimated Walking Time: 7hours+..? Pace: 
Average Terrain uneven. Expect fallen trees, 

steep slopes, fair amount of up and down, tangles 
and leeches. We will start from the end of 
Dalrymple rd. and pick up the western trail, follow it 
to Mt Dalrymple turnoff then turn left towards Mt 
David, We’ll try to re-tape this section of the trail. 
Depending on time and energy of participants, we 
might walk around the base of David. Then follow 
same way back. 

 

 

From the Editor 
As promised the newsletter is a little late this month due to the editor gallivanting around interstate. 
June provided plenty of variety with Mt Beatrice being conquered for the first time in quite a few years. By all 
accounts the St Lawrence weekend was a great success for those who attended and best of all Coral got the West 
Hill island walk in. I think it was 3rd time lucky. 
Once again a reminder to all that club memberships are now due for renewal.  
Have a great month everyone. 

Key to Walks Grading System 
Distance   Terrain     Terrain 

 
S = short – under 5km 1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub  1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners 
M = medium – 5-10km 4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,  4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required 
L = long – over 10km Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only  
                                               8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock 
                                               Scrambling using hands, technical 

All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before 
undertaking your walk. 

Items for the next newsletter should 
be sent to 

jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
prior to 25th July 
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McBrides Point 

Sunday 16th July 

Leader: Kevin Smith  49696068  0417326634 
Depart: 7am 
Journey: 90kms $9 
Grade: S72 
Total Walking Time: 3.5hrs Total uphill: 100m 
Distance: 5km Pace: Average Terrain: Track, 
Bush, some rock hopping. Vegetation: Forest, 
beach, rocks 
This walk will commence from Halliday Bay beach 
where we will walk along a track to the top of a 
lookout with great views of Ball Bay. We will then 
go off track through the bush to McBrides Point, 
looking down at the rocky point itself. Next we will 
walk along the top of a cliff and then down to a 
rocky outcrop and back to the coast with views to 
Cape Hillsborough. We will follow the rocky shore 
to Ball Bay and then take the walking track back 
over a saddle to Halliday Bay. We may be able to 
have lunch at Ball Bay or even back at the cars at 
Halliday Bay. This is a fairly easy walk but is 
surprisingly rewarding with great views and 
variation of scenery and terrain. 
 
 

Induction 6.30pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm 
Wednesday 19th July 

Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and 
Community Support Association Centre 60 
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and 
visitors welcome.  
 

Blue Water Trail 
Sunday 23rd July 

 
Leader: Carole Weekes  4954 6108   
Start: 8am 
 
This walk will include all or part of the Blue Water 
Trail around Mackay, depending on the interest 
shown by intending walkers. 
Please phone the leader with expressions of 
interest.          
 

Cape Palmerston 
Sunday 30th July 

 
Leader: Daphne Goodson  0417706240 
Depart: 7am 
Journey: 180km $18.00 
Map Ref: Carmila 527 063 
Grade: L11 
Estimated walking time 5-6 hours Pace Average 
Terrain Beach. 
This will be a flat, beach walk suitable for 
beginners. 
From where we leave the cars to the tip of Cape  
Palmerston and return is around 30km. Because 
we will be returning the same way, people can do 
as much or as little of this walk as they would like 
to. People who opt for a shorter walk will be able to 
stop and wait until the others return.  

 
The Beak 

Sunday 6th August 
 

Leader:       Jenny Wooding 49440236, 
0447091532, jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
Depart : 7:00am 
Journey: 320km $32.00 
Map Ref: Proserpine 875567 
Grade:  S44 
Estimated Walking Time 4 hours  Pace Average 
Terrain Beach, tracks, rocks Vegetation Minor 
bush and scrub Total uphill 100m Expect Some 
scrambling,  jellyfish, sand, mangroves,  stunning 
scenery.  
This is usually a relatively easy walk, however this 
area copped the full force of Cyclone Debbie so 
the vegetation and terrain could be more 
challenging this time. We start off on tracks to a 
coral beach and then up to a lookout. We then 
head off track to 5 other deserted beaches. 
Several Whitsunday Islands can be viewed from 
the beaches and lookout. There will be 
opportunities to swim but it may be a good idea to 
bring reef shoes if taking a dip. In the past this 
walk has had naked people, whales and dugongs 
so be prepared for the unexpected.  

  Previous Activities 

Cape Hillsborough – Corybas Cliffs 
Sunday 21st May 

 
The Corybas barbarae orchid is one of the small, perennial, terrestrial, Helmet orchids that grow in leaf litter in 
protected areas of Cape Hillsborough National Park, in the cooler months of the year.  It is a tiny orchid, not 
much bigger than a thumbnail, so it is not easy to find. 
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Knowing that they should be flowering in May, 8 of us headed up a steep 
slope to the base of the cliffs. Progress was slow due to the thick 
undergrowth as well as fallen trees & branches as a result of Cyclone 
Debbie.  However, Cyclone Debbie had also stripped many trees of their 
leaves which allowed for more expansive views over Sand Bay, Belmunda , 
Mt Jukes and the mountains of Eungella National Park..  
 
There was much excitement when we found the first few orchids, also 
amazement at how small they were by those who had never seen them 

before.  However once we all knew exactly what they looked like, the more we looked, the more we saw, and 
we were all delighted with our efforts. 
 
We continued around the cliff base to the Fern Overhang, this was to be our morning tea shelter.  However 
due to all the recent rain dripping through the rocks on us, we moved to a dry area outside the overhang. We 
then made our way across to the Cathedral Cave & crawled through the jagged rocky entrance to it.  Once 
through, it opened into a large three sided cavern.  

 
Our next destination was the main Lookout for lunch.  From 
the Cathedral Cave up to the ridge involved a steep ascent.  
Once again we observed more Corybas orchids in this area 
growing amongst the leaf litter and hiding amongst the 
rocks.  
 
The main Lookout affords a “million dollar” view, from the 
Smith Islands group in the north, Carlisle and Brampton 
Islands, Beachcomber Bay, Casuarina Beach & Wedge 
Island and all the way down to Mackay.  We could not have 

had a better view.  We then headed down to Beachcomber 
Bay checking out the small swimming hole on Cascade Creek, 
which, due to the recent rain, was overflowing.  However not 
one of us opted for a swim this time.  A stroll along the beach, 
again admiring the beauty of the area, brought us back to the 
picnic area. Most opted for a quick return home, but some 
enjoyed relaxing over ice-cream at the Resort.   
 
Thanks to all who joined me for the day. 
Penny 

 
 

St Lawrence Wetlands Weekend 
9-11th June 

 
It has become traditional for this event to appear on our club calendar, and this year we were represented by 
Penny, Elaine, Deb and Kerry who attended for the three days, and Coral, Edie and myself who arrived on 
Saturday.  

 
The celebrations began on Friday evening with wine and cheese 
and a movie, and a very chilly night. Despite the low temperatures 
the next morning, about twenty participants attended the early 
morning wetlands bird watching tour, and when Coral and I 
arrived at morning tea time, Penny and Elaine were still very well 
rugged up. Saturday offered a variety of art and craft activities, as 
well as camp cooking demonstrations and environmental talks. 
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Most of our group joined the wetlands nature tour offered at 11am, and the reptile display was popular, with a 
rare albino python drawing a lot of interest. 
 
Our bushwalking members were able to expand on camp cooking skills by learning from Ranger Nick about 
using hot coals to roast meat and vegetables, to employ charcoal briquettes to produce a bread and butter 
pudding, and how to make delicious puftiloons. The sample products disappeared very quickly, and his jokes 
and ballads were well received.  
 
Edie arrived in time to set up camp before lunch, and the afternoon was devoted to various environmental 
talks, with our bushwalking group members finding the bird and turtle presentations relevant and interesting. 
Some of us found time to explore the wetlands, fish traps and the goat farm further on, and we had planned to 
walk through the township but this year we just didn't fit it in. 
 

Of course the Bushman's Dinner is always one of the 
highlights, and the live entertainment was enjoyed, especially 
by the three of our members who couldn't resist joining in the 
dancing. Saturday night was not as cold as anticipated, and 
most of us were ready for the 7 am wetlands bird watching 
the next morning. Most of us also enjoyed the cooked 
breakfast provided by the SES, and then it was time to break 
camp, but not to head for home, because of course Sunday 
for us was bushwalking day. 

 
Four of us headed further south to climb a small feature near Ogmore, and Deb and I expanded on this by 
walking back along the track to the main road into Ogmore, before joining Coral and Kerry for a quick trip to 
the old mining settlement. Two others planned to walk along Carmilla beach on the way back to Mackay, 
rather than going out of the way, and Edie was carrying an injury and therefore needed to drive straight home. 
 
As bushwalkers, it was great to look out on the wetlands with thousands of magpie geese huddled together 
providing a sharp contrast to the mauve of the ranges in the distance, and to observe at close quarters the 
other water birds, the large wallabies, and yes, about fifteen feral deer on the way back from Ogmore. If you 
haven't yet camped at St Lawrence, make plans to join us next year. 
 
Carole 
 
 

West Hill Island 
19th June 

 
Nine of us assembled in the dark for an early departure for this walk. 
West Hill Island is accessed by crossing a salt pan near the mouth of 
West Hill Creek, approximately 90 kilometres to the south of Mackay. 
 
Following five days of low high 
tides, the salt pan track was in 
excellent condition so we 
cheated and drove across in two 
4WD vehicles. Consequently the 

tide was not yet low enough, so we started the day by walking along the 
beach front to admire some spectacular coloured rock formations.  
 
After morning tea we set out for the island, negotiating a causeway of 
oyster rocks interspersed with mud and sand, and then crossing a 
shallow channel. Once on the island we spent several hours speculating about the many tracks in the sand, 
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exploring part way up a creek, exploring more coloured rocks and noting different trees, including a lone dead 
tree well below the high tide mark. It was not unlike the ill-fated "Lone Tree" at Shoal Point. 
 
On this occasion we did not go all the way around, and returned without incident to the mainland. 

 
On the way back, while walking through shallow water, I was delighted to 
see a green turtle (about 60 cm across). It was probably grazing on the 
seaweed. When I stood still it swam around me unperturbed. 
 
For me personally it was uplifting to spend a day with good friends in such 
a location under a vibrant sky sprinkled with white fluffy clouds and 
interspersed with numerous vapour trails. I was happy to be able to 
complete this easy walk with my -so they say - incorrigible knee problem. 

Maybe there is light at the end of the tunnel. 
 
Coral 

 

Back of Finch Hatton 
25th June 

 
A perfect day weather-wise led nine participants to assemble at Finch Hatton ready to 
conquer the unnamed ridge rising to 590 metres above the township. We were a mixed 
group, ranging in age from seventeen to over seventy, and consisting of two ladies on 
their first outing with us, another returning after several years away, and only three 
members who had completed this particular climb previously.  
 
By 8.30 we were kitted up ready for the ascent, and the first section made for easy 
walking with a clearly defined track through the grass. Wildlife was not in evidence, but a 
large discarded snake skin drew a lot of interest and the cameras were busy. The climb 
soon became a bit more serious, and after about an hour we were ready for morning tea which was enjoyed 
on a rocky outcrop affording views of the Pioneer Valley and its surrounding mountains. 
 

The loose material underfoot required great care, and the 
steep sections were causing walkers to become very aware 
of their leg muscles, but by about noon we were positioned 
on or near the rock formation at the top, where lunch was 
taken and made more pleasurable by the stunning views of 
Teemburra Dam and its surrounding bushland.  
 
The trip down the ridge was easier, but some sections 
provided challenges for the walkers, and several members 

had a few soft landings caused by slippery grass and leaves, obstacles concealed by the grass, and loose 
gravel. Although on our return to the cars at about 3pm we had only covered a distance of 4.5 kms, most of us 
were feeling pleasantly exhausted. 
 
Carole  
 
 
                                    Mt Beatrice 
                                 Sunday 4th June  
We went up and over all 3 peaks in lovely weather conditions. 
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The Three Capes Track (4 Days 46kms) 
(Backpack 13/5/17 – 16/5/17) 

 
Introduction:  My interest in backpacking the Three Capes Track in Tasmania come about via recommendation (in 
the form of Charles), prior to this I was unaware of this Backpack. Like others, the sense of challenging one’s self 
brings with it the sense of achievement on completion and the hope of long lasting memories. On experiencing BIG 
birthdays this year (I wonder who!!), I decided to solve the gift quandary by booking this backpack. Perhaps it has 
something to do with, proving we are still capable!! 
 
Word gets around resulting in the addition of (Kurt, my Son) and also (Leon, my Nephew). The 3 of us backpacked 
the Hinchinbrook Island track a few years ago and it was great to be together doing the Three Capes. So then there 
were 4, Harold, Kurt, Leon & myself. 
 

Website: www.theecapestrack.com.au (For anyone interested) 
 

Advantages:  The advantages of doing this backpack is that you do not need to take a tent, sleeping mat and 
cooking facilities as they are all provided, hence less weight to carry. There is a cost involved, though a pensioner 
discount is available. Considering the entry to Port Arthur Historical Site, free car parking for the duration of the walk, 
free lockers for storage, the hour long boat trip at the start and the 30 minute return shuttle trip bringing you back to 
Port Arthur and finally the world class backpack itself, I feel it is excellent value. 
 
Beginning:  After spending the evening of the 12th May 2017 at Port Arthur Villas whereby we each packed our 
backpacks for the final time, we packed the vehicle and checked-in at the 3 Capes check-in desk. We left our rental 
vehicle in the Port Arthur car park as advised. 
 

Day 1 (13/5/17) 
Port Arthur to Surveyors Hut (1.25 hour boat cruise and 4km walk: 1.5 – 2 hours) 

The cruisy beginning (literally) was on board a well-equipped vessel whereby we wore rain jackets to protect from 
sea spray as well as the cold weather. We were given an informative run down of the area, its history & wildlife etc. 

 

 
                          The vessel we boarded.                                                      Arrival at Denman’s Cove 

We were dropped off at Denman’s Cove in the Tasman National Park. On arrival at Denman’s Cove there was a 
large amount of dead, small Leather Jacket fish approx. 2-3 inches in size washed up on shore. The reason for the 
dead fish is due to a change in water temperature, and according to the Ranger this has been happening for several 
years. At a warmer time of year, Denman’s Cove is a point where walkers can take advantage and have a swim. A 
short way into the walk is a boot wash-down station to protect against the introduction of anything harmful to the 
environment. Depending on how much time you take reading the ‘Three Capes Track’ booklet given to each walker, 
as to how soon you arrive at Surveyors Hut. It took us approx. 2-3 hours as we took our time and appreciated the 
views, took photographs etc. This was a short walk for more than comfortable rewards. We were greeted by the 
Ranger and blown away by the elaborate Surveyor’s Hut set-up. We were allotted a room with 4 bunk beds (memory 
foam mattresses-sooo comfortable) and shown the Hut facilities. Seeing is believing, these Huts are world class, they 
are architecturally designed and a credit to the organisers. Huts provided cooking facilities eg. gas stoves, pots & 
pans, pellet fireplaces, a library, all you could want and more. At this time of the year the days a so much shorter and 
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we found we had lots of time to relax, play cards, prepare our evening meal, watch out for wildlife, engage in reading 
or games from the Hut library. I recommend looking through the Hut library (at this 1st Hut) as information folders 
contain an extension of the information booklet given to each walker, in order to understand the full extent of the 
history and efforts in establishing this world class backpack. Each Hut has the same library enabling a continuance in 
reading. There was absolutely no reason to have an uncomfortable sleep (apart from certain person’s snoring) as the 
mattresses were exceptional, the Ranger mentioned each mattress cost $500 and each Hut had 40 beds. There 
were no showers at this Hut, though a shower room was available to have a warm splash shower. 

  
                        Coming up to Surveyor”s Hut                                                   Multiple Cairns by previous walkers 

Day 2 (14/5/17) 
Surveyer’s Hut to Munro Hut (11kms walk: 4 – 4.5 hours) 

As there was no need to rush in the morning of Day 2, we were on our way at 9.30am, again as it stayed dark for 
longer in the mornings. 

 
                             Leaving Surveyor”s Hut                                           A talking point in the booklet (Wombat Scats) 

We arrived at Munro Hut at approx 2pm with several stops along the way to take photos and make a hot cup of tea to 
warm up. There is another boot wash-down station on the way to Munro Hut. The scenery is awesome and the 
history extremely interesting. I recommend reading the booklet given to each walker to appreciate the stories along 
the way as there is plenty of time to do this and as this is a once-in-a-lifetime backpack it is worth taking the time. 
Munro Hut is designed extremely well with a viewing platform with permanently assembled binoculars. It is designed 
to accommodate not only the incoming walkers, but also the previous day walkers stopping in to have lunch after 
walking to Cape Pillar and on the way through to Retakunna Hut. The toilets at Munro Hut are quite a way from the 
Hut which is a slight disadvantage particularly in the cold, shorter days. Yippeee a hot shower, the only shower on 
the walk. At 5.30pm each afternoon, the Ranger in each Hut gathers the walkers together for an informal 
talk/discussion, giving a weather forecast and what to expect the following day. Days 3 & 4 were guaranteed the best 
days, was our forecast and this was proven correct (weather wise & for views). For the full 4 days of backpacking we 
experienced good and even better weather conditions. All in all the weather conditions were cold and a slight drizzle 
at times, though we were never wet. 

 
Day 3 (15/5/17) 

Munro Hut to Retakunna Hut via the Blade (17kms: 5 hours) 
Today we needed to be out of our rooms allowing for the next day walkers. We were to have our large backpacks 
packed, to be stored in a shed a short way from Munro Hut and along the way to the Blade. We only needed our day 
packs as we were mainly walking to the Blade, then on to the Seal Spa (which were live seals at the foot of a cliff 
below), returning for lunch to Munro Hut, then continuing to Retakunna Hut for our last evening. We were blessed 
with fabulous views and weather conditions making for another enjoyable day. Each of these days walking were 
never too long and found we had plenty of time to relax on arrival at each Hut. I have to agree Day 3 is definitely one 
of the best for views and you will need to have a camera close at hand. From the Blade, this is the closest view you 
have of Tasman Island with its lighthouse and 3 houses, uninhabited at the time of writing. 
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                 The top of The Blade (262m) Cape Pillar                                       Views from The Blade (Cape Pillar) 

 
           Views of Tasman Island with Lighthouse & 3 houses uninhabited (Lighthouse & 3 houses are unclear) 

 
             Kurt on the way to Cape Hauy                            Leon shouting us desert & playing Canasta 

 
Day 4 (16/5/17) 

Retakunna to Port Arthur via Cape Hauy and Fortescue Bay (14kms: 6 – 7 hours) 
It had been mentioned that on this last day of walking, to start prior to 9am in order to make the booked shuttle. We 
left at 8.30am. I had booked us to be on the later 4pm Shuttle, for just in case purposes. This was to be a more 
difficult day and I would have to agree with that. The difficulty being in the numerous steps with the inclusion of 
walking to Cape Hauy which were more steps, but definitely worthwhile particularly if the weather offers the views 
were experienced. At least we were able to offload our big packs prior to taking the track to Cape Hauy, only taking a 
light day pack to carry lunch. This day offered: climbing Mt Fortescue, walking through lush rainforest, walking along 
sheer cliff edges and ending up at a perfect beach-Fortescue Bay. We did so well for time, we were able to catch the 
earlier Shuttle as there was room for the 4 of us. Well done all 4 of us!!  
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                                              Cape Hauy - Kurt, Leon & Harold (it’s a long way down!) 

Heavy packs off and walking out to Cape Hauy                                       The end of The 3 Capes Backpack 
 

To sum up: This is an exceptional backpack, it is world class, and I totally recommend. In experiencing this, I wonder 
if other backpacks will never meet this standard! 
 

Julie Vella 
 

 
 


